AbsfracCThis paper deals with an application of H , control attenuating initial-state uncertainties to the magnetic hearing and examines the H , control problem, which treats a mixed Disturbance and an Initial-state uncertainty Attenuation(DL4) control. The mixed H , DIA problem supplies H , controls with good transients and assures H , controls of robustness against initial-state uncertainty. On the other hand, active magnetic hearings allow contract-free suspension of rotors and they are used for various industrial purposes. We derive a mathematical model of the magnetic hearing which has complicated rotor dynamics and nonlinear magnetic property. Then we apply this proposed H-DIA control for the magnetic hearing, and design a robust H , controller both for exogenous disturbances and for initial state uncertainties of the plant. Experimental results show that the proposed robust control approach is effective for improving transient response and robust performance.
INTRODUCTION
It has been proven that H, control problem is an effective robust control design methodology and applied to a variety of industrial products. On the other hand, recent precision control industries and manufacnuing technologies requires not only robust stability of the control systems but also transient performance for reference signals. One of the major approach for this problem is a two-degree of freedom robust control. But this approach generally has a coupling problem of feedfonvard and feedback control design. An Hz/Hm control approach [l] seems to be effective, but it is not easy to design such controller for MIMO complex systems.
A mixed Disturbance and an Initial-state uncertainty Attenuation (DIA) control is expected to provide a good transient characteristic as compared with conventional H, control [2] , [3] . Recently, hybridswitching control are actively studied, this method might be one of the most reasonable approach to implement them. In this paper, we apply the proposed H , DIA control to the magnetic bearing, and designed a robust H, controller both for exogenous disturbances and for initial state uncertainties of the plant.
Active magnetic hearings are used to support and maneuver a levitated object, often rotating, via magnetic forces [4] , [5]. Because magnetic bearings support rotors without physical contact, they have many advantages, e.g. frictionless operation, less frictional wear, low vibration, sino@stn.nagaokaut.ac.jp quietness, high rotational speed, usefulness in special environments, and low maintenance. On the other hand, disadvantages of magnetic bearings include the expense of the equipment, the necessity of countermeasures in case of a power failure, and instability in their control systems. However, there are many real-world applications which utilize the advantages outlined above. Examples of these applications are : turbo-molecular pumps, high-speed spindles for machine tools, flywheels for energy storage [4] , reaction wheels for artificial satellites, gas turbine engines, blood pumps [6] , and fluid pumps, etc. 151, [71.
In this paper, we apply the H , control attenuating initial-state uncertainties to the magnetic bearing. First we derive a mathematical model of magnetic bearing systems considering rotor dynamics and nonlinearities of magnetic force. Then we set the generalized plant which contains design parameter for uncertainty and control performance. Experimental results show that the proposed robust control approach is effective for a mixed disturbance and an initialstate uncertainty attenuation and for improving transient response and robust performance.
11. H,DIA CONTROL Consider the lmear time-invariant system which is defined on the time interval [0, w).
where x E R" is the state and xo = z(0) is the initial 
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND MODELING
The experimental setup of the magnetic suspension system[S] is shown in Fig.1 and rotor coordinate is defined in Fig.2 . The controlled plant is a 4-axis controlled type active magnetic bearine with svmmetrical structure. The
is stable.
where p ( X ) denotes the spectral radius of matrix X ,
axial motion is not controlled activelv. The electromagnets Then we can obtain the following result. The resistance and the inductance of the electromagnet coil are constant and independent of the gap length.
. Small deviations from the equilibrium point are treated. These assumptions are not strong and suitable around the steady state operation, but if the rotor spins at super-high speed, these assumption will be failed. Based on the above assumptions, the equation of the motion of the rotor in Y and Z directions in Fig.2 bas been derived as follows [5] .
where y,(t) and z.(t) are displacements of Y direction and Z direction respectively; 6 ( t ) and $(t) are angles about Y direction and Z direction respectively; m is mass of the rotar; g is gravity; 1, is distance between center and electromagnet; J , and Jy are Moments of Inertia about X axis and Y axis respectively; p is rotation rate of the rotor; fjs are electromagnetic force; and w,js are exogenous disturbance. Here the subscript ' j ' shows the each four directions:{ll, rl, 13, 7-3) in Fig.1 .
The position variables y. and zd and the rotational variables 6 and $ can be transformed by using gap lengths: {gii, 913, gr3} which are small deviations from the equilibrium point as follows. 
The straightforward calculations of the above equations (lo), (Il), (12) and (13) give the following. The electric circuit equations are given as followed L-
where i j ( t ) is a deviation form steady current; ej(t) is a deviation form steady voltage; W L~ is noise. The sensors provide the information for the gap lengths gj(t). Hence the measurement equations can be written as yj(t) = gj(t) + wi (25) where w j ( t ) represents the sensor noise as well as the model uncertainties.
Thus, summing up the above results (18)-(25), the statespace equations for the system are 1 1
where I2 E R Z x 2 is unit matrix, and K,I = K,t1 = K,,1, K;r3 in (22), and p is the rotor speed. Here p is equal to 0 and we do not consider a rotation of the rotor in this paper.
The equation (26) Next we consider the variables which we want to regulate. In this case, since our main concern is in the stabilization of the rotor, the gap and the corresponding velocity are chosen; i.e., Since the disturbances w represent the various model uncertainties, the effects of these disturbances on the error vector z should he reduced.
Control problem! and an admissible controller K ( s ) that attenuates disturbances and initial state uncertainties to achieve DIA condition in (3) for generalized plant (34). After some iteration in MATLAB environment, design parameters are chosen as follows;
Next our control problem setup is defined as; Figs. 9-10 show properties of robust performance for step-type disturbance. A 6O[g] weight is attached to the center of the rotor as a model perturbation and a step-type force disturbance is added to -11 and -71 directions in Fig.1 , where the magnitude of the disturbance is 1/6 steady-state vertical attractive force.
From Figs.9-10, we can see that H,DIA control has a good transient response and robust performance comparing with PID control with notch filter. First we derived a mathematical model of magnetic bearing systems considering rotor dynamics and nonlinearities of magnetic force. Then we set the generalized plant which contains design parameter for uncertainty and control performance. 
